
GoAmazon2014/5: 1 Jan 2014 to 31 Dec 2015
IOP1: wet season 2014 (1 Feb – 31 Mar), IOP2: dry season 2014 (15 Aug – 15 Oct)
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Implemented to WRF-CHEM emissions
database:

- Vehicle inventory and emissions of
Manaus for 2014;

- Energy matrix and power plant emissions
of Manaus for 2014.

Prepared by Adan Medeiros, Rodrigo Souza, and Scot Martin.

UEA ATMOSPHERIC MODELING GROUP

WRF-CHEM  
(MOZART-4, MEGAN, CFSv2)

Feb 1, 2014, 06:00 – 20:00 Local Time, at 
500 m

Two nested domains with 10 km and 2 km 
resolution



Modeling SOA Production

Objective: Investigating new anthropogenic-biogenic interaction pathways on the formation of 
secondary organic aerosols using the WRF-Chem model

T0 
ATTO

T2
T3

Enhanced Biogenic SOA (%), 2 p.m. LT March 17 

Manaus plume

fire

fire

Manish Shrivastava, John Shilling et al.

%

Results
G-1 data shows particle size and 
oxidation state increase with aging, 
indicating SOA formation downwind 
of Manaus
Finding enhancements in biogenic SOA, up to 80%, due to anthropogenic and fire 
emissions that increase oxidants within the background Amazon, thus increasing SOA  
Including a more detailed treatment of biogenic SOA chemistry (e.g., IEPOX), and effects 
of NOx regimes on SOA; evaluating model predictions based on field measurements

particle diameter 
increases 

oxidation state 
increases



Amazon Basin has strong coupling between terrestrial ecosystem and the 
hydrologic cycle: The linkages among carbon cycle, aerosol life cycle, 

and cloud life cycle need to be understood and quantified.
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Plant physiological functions in the tropics 
Objective: Leaf response curves of photosynthesis with isoprene in Amazonia.
Results:
• Supports function of isoprene through excess photosynthetic energy consumption
• a protective role of isoprene for photosynthesis during high temperature extremes 

regularly experienced in secondary rainforest ecosystems.

Jardine, K. J., Jardine, A. B., et al., Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 2016, GoAmazon2014/5 Special Issue.

Light (PAR)                                                                                    Leaf Temperature

As light increases, non-linear increase in 
isoprene emissions and photosynthesis.

Photosynthesis and isoprene emissions 
uncouple at high leaf temperature



Characterization of Urban Environment (T1u)

Brito, Artaxo, Barbosa, Souza, et al., in prep, 
GoAmazon2014/5 Special Issue

Objective:
Characterize pollution source region

Size distribution at 
T1u and T0a for the 
same period

Strong impact of 
city emissions

Covariance of benzene 
and particle count

UEA Campus

Results:



Objective: Measure OH radical concentrations in light of literature possibly suggesting 
sustained high concentrations over tropical forest because of radical recycling

Result: GoAmazon2014/5 measurement show concentrations are normal, instead of elevated, 
during wet and dry seasons (IOP1 and IOP2).

Forthcoming manuscript of Saewung Kim et al.

Hydroxyl Radical Concentrations



Isoprene Chemistry over 
the Amazon Rain Forest
Liu, Martin, et al., PNAS, in press

NO HO2

OH

Isoprene

ISOPOOH
Isoprene-derived
hydroperoxides

…

MVK
Methyl vinyl ketone

MACR
Methacrolein

…

 Observational constraints of anthropogenic influence.
 Underestimate of the NO pathway for background conditions.
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Objective: 
Through measurements of composition of 
particles smaller than 100 nm, infer the 
processes that control the source of 
particles in the Amazon 

Results: 
• Peaks in most detected compounds in 

ultrafine aerosol particles occur in early 
morning under stagnant wind 
conditions. 

• Ultrafine aerosol particles are primarily 
composed of oxidized and nitrogen-
containing organics, the latter includes 
cyanate, which is often associated with 
biomass burning.

• Oxalate and methyl furan suggest 
biogenic precursors also play important 
role. 

What are the sources of ultrafine aerosol particles in the Amazon?

cyanate

hydrogen oxalate

bisulfate

Smith et al., in preparation for GoAmazon2014/5 special issue



SV-TAG

Fraction in particle phase (2-methylerythritol)

New view on gas & particle phase partitioning

Isaacman-VanWertz, Yee, Goldstein, et al., in review

Objective:
Determine fractional 
partitioning of species 
between gas and particle 
phases

Results:
• Greater particle-phase 

contribution than models 
can explain

• Not a particle-phase only 
tracer as traditionally 
reported



More Secondary Aerosol Potential than Expected

Palm, Jimenez, et al., in prep. for GoAmazon2014/5 Special Issue

IOP1 Wet Season IOP2 Dry Season

UTC UTC

Results: 
• Secondary aerosol produced from oxidation by OH of ambient air 
• Production much greater than predicted from modeled yields of measured ambient 

precursors 
• Suggests that production is dominated by unmeasured species

Objective: 
Test through in situ data sets the potential for secondary aerosol production and compare to state 
of understanding with respect to known species and their reactive yields
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Influence of anthropogenic emissions on isoprene-
derived particulate matter in central Amazonia

S. de Sá, L. Alexander, S. Martin et al., in prep.

 Observational constraints of sulfate as a first 
order predictor and NO as a modulator of 
IEPOX-derived PM.
 NOy serves as indicator of integrated 

exposure of airmass to NO chemistry.
 IEPOX-SOA factor obtained from PMF 

analysis of AMS data is a proxy for 
IEPOX-derived PM.

 Lower loadings of IEPOX-SOA factor observed 
for polluted compared to background conditions



Submicron Particles are Liquid

Results: 
Liquid particulate matter 
(sub-micron) dominates 
over the Amazon tropical 
forest. 
⇒ Isoprene-dominated 

emissions
⇒High RH (~70 - 100 %)
Bateman, Martin, et al., Nature Geoscience 9, 34–37 
(2016) doi:10.1038/ngeo2599.

Objective: Investigate ambient particle physical state over a tropical 
forest as a function of relative humidity using particle rebound.



Glassy Rebound Particles at T3 but not T0z
Observation
⇒ Glassy spherical particles common at T3
⇒ Not observed at T0z 

Interpretation
⇒ Particles are associated with human activities
⇒ Similar observations at SGP just published: 

Laskin, Gilles, et al., Nature Geoscience, (2016) 
in press, doi:10.1038/ngeo2705. Evidence that
particles at SGP are from raindrop impaction on 
open soils.

⇒ Working hypothesis: similar origins in and 
around Manaus. 
⇒ For this hypothesis, these particles are not 

directly from pollution plume of Manaus but 
rather are from agricultural fields between
Manaus and T3. 

⇒ The implication could be that deforestation
changes composition of atmospheric 
aerosol.

1 µm



Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) Activity

T0: Pöhlker et al., T2: Barbosa et al., T3: 
Thalman et al., in prep, GoAmazon2014/5 
Special Issue

Objective:
Investigate the effects of anthropogenic pollution on the CCN activity of particulate 
matter over a tropical rainforest

Results: 
• Dominated by low-hygroscopicity organic species 
• Manaus plume affects the Aitken mode, with greater oxidation further downwind 

(T2 compared to T3)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DATA:T0= average of the whole yearT2= Polluted is just Feb/2015 (hence only manaus, no biomass burning); T2/BB is Sep/15 until Oct/15 2014 (that month of high BB regional)T3= Ryan’s criteria to separate, all year, into the three classifications.What I see here:Background => T0/ATTO and T3-Clean agree with preivous campaign (Gunthe)Pollution => T2 is lower than T3-polluted only for small particles (<=100nm). They should growBiomass Burning=> I don’t understand why T2 is lower than T3 for small sizes. If the Manaus plume (higher values) is mixed with the BB, the results should be more higroscopicity, right??



Effect of urban pollution on Amazonas cloud properties

Micael A. Cecchini, Luiz A.T. Machado et al., ACPD, GoAmazon2014/5 Special Issue

Objective
Understand the Manaus Plume 
in the cloud microphysics.
First time cloud-aerosol-
precipitation is studied during 
the Amazonas wet season

Results
Plume decrease cloud droplet 
size and increase cloud droplet 
concentration.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a possible slide that highlights the rich convective data sets�that we are working with during GoAmazon. The story, which repeats�itself in some form during each event, is that when a convective system�approaches T3 (as seen by the SIPAM radar), downdrafts associated with�strong rain in the convection (as seen by the RWP) reach the surface�bringing down colder, lower theta-e, higher ozone air from mid-levels�(as seen by the T3 AMF surface met instruments). The various groups�associated with these data sets have been compositing the 100+ events�observed during GoAmazon to better understand the characteristics of�convective downdrafts, cold pools, and ozone surface enhancement in the�Amazon.



Vertical motions, cold pools and ozone 
transport in Amazonian convection
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T3 observations documented 
over 100 events of strong 

downdrafts and the resulting 
cold pools and ozone transport 

in deep convection during 
GoAmazon2014/5 Slide contributed by Courtney Schumacher

SIPAM S-band radar Radar wind profiler (RWP)

T3 AMF surface met

T3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a possible slide that highlights the rich convective data sets�that we are working with during GoAmazon. The story, which repeats�itself in some form during each event, is that when a convective system�approaches T3 (as seen by the SIPAM radar), downdrafts associated with�strong rain in the convection (as seen by the RWP) reach the surface�bringing down colder, lower theta-e, higher ozone air from mid-levels�(as seen by the T3 AMF surface met instruments). The various groups�associated with these data sets have been compositing the 100+ events�observed during GoAmazon to better understand the characteristics of�convective downdrafts, cold pools, and ozone surface enhancement in the�Amazon.



[Downdrafts]       [Updrafts]

GoAmazon2014/5 Deep Convective Vertical Velocity and Mass Flux  

Vertical Velocity CFAD [m s-1] Mass Flux [kg s-1m-2]

Objective: Characterizing domain-aggregated and averaged vertical velocity, convective
area fraction, and mass flux profiles to inform GCM deep convective parameterizations.

S. Giangrande, M. Jensen, et al.

Wet versus Dry Season

Upward
Mass 
Flux

Downward
Mass Flux

Dry Wet

Results: GoAmazon2014/5 data sets have provided new insights into deep convection,
including the role of environmental forcing controls on areal coverage, confirming more
intense convection found within the dry season, and substantial increases in updraft
mass flux during the wet season.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Aside; I'd note that 'retrieving' vertical velocities and presenting those observations from deeper convection in context with environmental controls, while it may not sound all that complicated, is relatively unique - Simply put, there is just not that much information out there on vertical velocities for constraining GCM modeling efforts w.r.t convective intensity and areal coverage. This is arguably the largest dataset that links such properties (and environmental forcing) to date - so, while this may not seem all that exciting - it is the sort of low-hanging / 'scratching an itch' element most modelers want (and do not currently have). That it also comes during GoAmazon (a campaign not necessarily intended to provide such insights) is also encouraging).



Propagation and Diurnal Variability of Convection
Casey Burleyson, Zhe Feng, Samson Hagos, and Jerome Fast (PNNL)

Luiz Machado (INPE) and Scot Martin (Harvard)

Used 15-years of satellite data to examine the spatial variability of convection around the 
GoAmazon2014/5 sites.

Burleyson, C. D., Z. Feng, S. M. Hagos, J. Fast, L. A. T. Machado, and S. T. Martin, 2016: Spatial variability of the 
background diurnal cycle of deep convection around the GoAmazon2014/5 field campaign sites. In Revision for J. Appl. 
Meteor. Climatol. – April 2016.

Frequency of Convection [1700-1800 LT, Mar-Apr-May]

Findings
Previous day’s “sea breeze 
front” arrives in phase with 
diurnal cycle of convection near 
Manaus.

T0e, T0t/k, and T1 see up to 
10% more frequent afternoon 
convection compared to T3 due 
to their position east of the river.
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http://www.arm.gov/campaigns/amf2014goamazon




Thanks for listening
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